
Call History & Volume
Call Paths & Metrics
Total Calls Received 
Missed / Rejected Calls
Abandoned Calls
Average Wait Time
Agent Handle Time
Agent Queue & Non-Queue Calls
Agent Outbound Call Time
Agent Average Call Time
... many more!!

Call Center With Simple Design - Powerful Results 
 
Over the years, the old-world telecom call centers have become so complex and costly that most companies go without 
providing this powerful tool to their staff and customers.  The MPVEX Call Center is built within the Metropark Voice Ex-
change PBX platform, which means you get a fully redundant call center solution ready to enhance sales performances, 
up-time, and greatly shorten expensive call center time deployments, PBX separations, and tedious system offline out-
ages.  Also, there are no more expensive hardware appliances to purchase, no more 3rd party servers, and buggy wall 
boards.  MPVEX Call Center is designed with simplicity, but delivers powerful results that you deserve.

With MPVEX Call Center you pay-as-you-grow, which means only paying for as much as your business demands are to-
day. Metropark Voice Exchange has made it so your company can finally receive a powerful call center solution focused 
on the “anywhere” employee with very little cost or expert knowledge of call centers.

According to CMSWire, the percentage of call centers using cloud-based call center solutions will be increasingly sub-
stantial over the next two years. Businesses are moving to the cloud in very large numbers for many of their daily com-
munication software platforms, industry applications, and data storage.  Up until very recently, call centers required very 
expensive servers and costly PRI’s to operate.  Those days are now over with MPVEX Call Center.  

That’s what you get from us right out of the box. Easily accessible via 
any modern web browser or mobile device, our feature rich platform 
helps to improve your communications, streamline your business 
processes, and facilitates your growth and success. In addition, our 
support for our customers is second to none, and our experienced 
support team endlessly strives to enable you to compete and win, 
and sound good doing it.

As your needs grow and change over time, so do our features and 
capabilities. Endlessly scalable, flexible, and reliable, our Metropark 
Voice Exchange communications platform is truly future-proof, so 
you can focus on your business, and know that your communications 
solution will always remain relevant and competitive.
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